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2oolameme’s Content Creator initiative 2021 aims to empower young content creators to make fun 

engaging content with our games in creative ways while having the chance to monetize.  

Getting Accepted and Receiving Free Games: 

Upon getting accepted in the initiative you will receive a full package with 2oolameme’s games for free, 

and if you start posting fun engaging content with the games, you will also be the first to receive all of 

our new games prior to launch.  

How to Make Money:  

To start earning money on a video you need to reach the following benchmarks on one of the below 

media channels: 

+Instagram TV: 200,000 Views  

+YouTube: 300,000 Views  

+TIK TOK/ Reels: 500,000 Views  

Once you reach those targets you will be compensated with the following rates: 

Instagram YouTube Tik Tok/ Reels 

200,000 views 700 egp 300,000 views 1,050 egp 500,000 views  1,100 egp 

400,000 views 1,400 egp 600,000 views 2,100 egp 1,000,000 views 2,200 egp 

600,000 views 2,100 egp 900,000 views 3,150 egp 1,500,000 views 3,300 egp 

800,000 views 2,800egp 1,200,000 views 4,200 egp 2,000,000 views 4,400 egp 

1,000,000 views 3,500 egp 1,500,000 views 5,250 egp 2,500,000 views 5,500 egp 

 

Compensation Terms: 

- Views are counted per video, you cannot add the views of several videos.  

-A video that reached the benchmark can be claimed within one month of its posting date. You can only 

claim a video once.  

-Compensations are sent out at the end of every month.  

-Videos must include our hashtags (#2oolameme and #2oolawe3mel) and tag us @2oolameme, with no 

spelling mistakes.  

-If it is a YouTube video then a link to our Instagram page and website must be in the description.  

-If any bot action or fake views/ interactions are detected you will be automatically disqualifying from 

the initiative.  

-Views are rounded down as per the table above. If the views exceed the maximum allocated for each 

platform, you will be compensated with the highest benchmark in the table.  

-The game must be the main subject of the video to qualify for compensation.  

-You can upload as many videos as you wish, but will only be compensated for the ones that reach the 

benchmarks 



 

Video Creation Guidelines: 

 

Think of the games as a tool for you to make awesome content. You can go for the classic way of 

shooting while playing with your friends which has proved successful to many of our creators, but you 

can also do any other idea you wish as long as if shows the game.  

You can check out our Tik Tok hashtags #2oolameme and #2oolawe3mel for inspiration from other 

creators or check out our videos on Instagram where we constantly repost videos from our creators.   

The only rules we have are: 

-Show the game in the video  

-Play it in any way you wish  

-Have fun doing it!  

 

What disqualifies a video: 

 

-The video is a vlog or has another subject and the game is just plugged in.  

-The video uses explicit language or sexual content.  

-The video has anything that endangers lives.  

-Fake likes, comments, and views.  

-Containing incorrect, false, or unreadable information 

 

 

Terms & Conditions:  

 

1) This document is valid for 1 month from the release date, subject to renewal.  

2)  Compensation is only for approved creators that have received an acceptance email after 

applying on our website.  

3) 2oolameme has the right to update the rates and rules.  

4) By applying you agree to have your videos used for 2oolameme promotional materials.  

5) Creators who fail to upload a video within the first month of receiving the acceptance and 

games shall be disqualified from the initiative.  

6) 2oolameme has the right to discontinue the initiative for any reason.  


